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Unified Security Solutions for City-Wide Surveillance

Thousands, if not millions of people rely on you to keep them safe. Protecting 
the public from crime, safeguarding buildings from vandalism, or just ensuring 
your city is running smoothly requires the collaboration of multiple agencies, 
consultation with the public as well as buy-in from private enterprises. By 
combining resources and standardizing on Security Center, the unified 
security platform from Genetec, cities can break down silos across agencies, 
cost-effectively enhance city-wide operations, expand surveillance coverage, 
and improve emergency preparedness and response times. 

Security Center Helps Your City Become Safer 
and Smarter

Genetec Security Center unifies Omnicast IP video surveillance, 
Synergis IP access control, and AutoVu automatic license plate 
recognition systems to offer greater situational awareness 
to security and law enforcement personnel. Security Center 
standardizes common security operations from multiple 
systems such as monitoring, reporting, alarm management and 
configuration, and makes all tasks easily accessible via a single 
intuitive application.  

Security Center also lets your city implement a phased growth 
plan as budget cycles renew. You can start with upgrading video 
surveillance and unify other key systems over time.

Unify Key Systems Over Time

Access control for enhanced security and centralized personnel 
management

License plate recognition systems and Hot List and Reads 
database systems

Video analytics for object left behind, trip wires, or people 
counting

Evidence management systems hosted in Azure for Government

Microsoft Aware Consoles (Threat, Investigation, Intelligence, 
Management)

Take a Collaborative Approach to Your City-Wide Surveillance

Zoom into Threats and 
Playback Video with Ease

Omnicast is the IP video management 
system that lets you spot threats and 
manage hundreds or thousands of 
high-definition, megapixel cameras 
around your city. Omnicast provides 
leading functionality that 
reduces bandwidth costs 
and keeps your system 
running at peak 
performance.   

Protect Access to all Critical 
Facilities

Synergis is the IP access control system 
that helps you extend greater security  
to your municipal and historical 
buildings, all while leveraging your 
existing network and hardware 
investments. Synergis provides efficient 
workflows and greater automation, 
allowing more time to be spent 
monitoring critical tasks.  

Track Vehicle Activity In and 
Around Your City

AutoVu is the automatic license plate 
recognition (ALPR) system that  
allows you to capture license plates  
of vehicles travelling in your city.  
Fixed or mobile ALPR cameras can be 
added to intersection lights, buildings  
or law enforcement vehicles to track 
stolen vehicles, wanted felons, or  
amber alerts.



Unified Security Solutions for City-Wide Surveillance

Get More from a Future-Proof Security Platform

Enable Cost-Effective Growth through a Multi-
Stakeholder Model – Broaden coverage by accessing 
video streams from private entities in emergencies using 
the Federation feature. Bring privately and publicly-funded 
systems under one umbrella by centrally managing all 
independent systems as one while still preserving system 
autonomy.

Enhance Operational Effectiveness and Response in 
Your City – Improve situational awareness when addressing 
emergencies in education, public utility, or other municipal 
buildings with an enhanced Federation model. At the click of a 
button, allow public organizations to grant police departments 
full system control to view cameras or lockdown facilities and 
effectively respond to threats.  

Protect Privacy of Video and Ensure Responsible 
Evidence Management – Minimize public concerns about 
privacy rights by implementing broad or granular system 
privileges and user access rights. Customize these privileges by 
user or event, block access to certain cameras or files, document 
incident handling, conduct audit trails and add a digital 
signature to video to ensure evidence authenticity for admission 
in court. 

Stay Connected in the Field for Better Emergency 
Preparedness – Turn officer smartphones or wearable cameras 
into mobile monitoring stations and push video back to the 
central control center with mobile apps. Officers on the road 
can also tap into city systems from their vehicle laptops to pro-
actively assess an emergency situation, improving response and 
keeping officers safe.

Keep Valuable Investments and Evolve over Time – Choose 
your hardware, capitalize on existing city networks, and upgrade 
analog technology over time with this open security platform. 
Grow your city-wide surveillance system up to thousands 
of devices with ease, reaching up to 300 cameras per server.  
Expand with Cloud Camera connections, eliminating the cost of 
on-site storage hardware and servers.

Work from a Detailed City View – 
Plan Manager offers the possibility to 
work from interactive maps of your city 
to easily navigate streets and facilities and 
manage your devices.

Ensure High Availability and 
System Uptime – Health Monitoring 
automatically alerts you to the health and 
uptime of your system so you are notified 
of system performance in real-time. 

Track Suspects Through Streets – 
Visual Tracking lets you easily track 
suspects through your city selecting  
the adjacent camera directly from  
video tile. 

3 Security Center Features for Effective City-Wide Surveillance
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Ville de Forbach

Located in France, the city of Forbach chose Security Center to 
protect over 100,000 citizens. Omnicast manages a mix of fixed 
and multi-lens IP cameras suited for different environmental 
conditions, while Synergis controls strict access to the city 
command center. The map-based interface has enabled easy 
searches and quick retrieval of video evidence, helping to justify 
system future growth. 

Sanford Public Safety Complex

The City of Sanford chose Security Center in a major upgrade 
at their new state-of-the-art public safety complex. Omnicast 
manages over 80 cameras while Synergis secures over 78 access 
control points from parking gates to sally ports for detainees. 
With several municipal facilities with Genetec systems, Sanford 
used the Federation feature to centrally manage all systems as 
one from the complex.

Hear What Our Municipal Customers Are Saying

“The ease of use and the speed at 
which we can retrieve information 
is extremely impressive. Today, 
I can say with full confidence 
that every national police officer 
leaves our department with video 
evidence, within minutes. Security 
Center has been an instrumental 
addition to our city’s security and 
we cannot be more pleased with 
our new unified platform.” 

Mr. Michel Fersing
Municipal Police Chief at City of Forbach

Forbach, France

“Security Center is a platform 
that can address all of Sanford’s 
needs, allowing us to create the 
federated system that we now have 
serving several types of facilities 
simultaneously. We never need 
to cross-reference information 
between discrete solutions across 
the city – it’s all tied in. It works 
well for us, and it suits the widely 
varied needs of a municipality.” 

Nicholas McRay
Senior Project Manager at City of Sanford

Florida, USA
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